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Featured Application: In a complete virtual reality (VR) application, multi–projected environ-
ments need to project and/or readjust the cameras to simulate a specific scene such as a speaker
in virtual meetings. To serve this specific requirement, the directional sensing capability of a
directional microphone can represent a good option. Underlying this particular purpose, this
work focuses on the coupled D33 mode to improve the acoustic functionalities of a bio-inspired
piezoelectric microelectromechanical system (MEMS) directional microphone.

Abstract: Microelectromechanical system (MEMS) directional microphones have been identified as
having use in multi-projected virtual reality applications such as virtual meetings for projecting
cameras. In these applications, the acoustic sensitivity plays a vital role as it biases the directional
sensing, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and self-noise. The acoustic sensitivity is the multiplied outcome
of the mechanical sensitivity and the electrical sensitivity. As the dimensions are limited in MEMS
technology, the improvement of the acoustic sensitivity by reflecting the mechanical as well as
electrical domains is a challenge. This paper reports on a new formation of the D33 mode, the
coupled D33 mode, based on piezoelectric sensing to improve the acoustic functionalities. The
unique advancement of the proposed D33 mode is that it allows multiple spans of the regular
D33 mode to perform together, despite this increasing the diaphragm’s dimensions. At a reduced
diaphragm size, the orientation of the coupled D33 mode realizes the maximum conversion of
the mechanical deflection into electrical sensitivity. The significance of the proposed D33 mode
in comparison to the regular D33 mode is simulated using COMSOL Multiphysics. Then, for a
proof–of–concept, the experimental validation is carried out using a piezoelectric MEMS directional
microphone inspired by the ears of the fly Ormia ochracea. In both ways, the results are found to
be substantially improved in comparison with the regular approach of the D33 mode, showing the
novelty of this work.

Keywords: virtual reality; coupled D33 mode; fly Ormia ochracea; MEMS; high performance;
directional microphone

1. Introduction

Virtual reality (VR) offers a simulated, realistic environment similar to the real world [1].
The multi-projected environment (MPE) is one of the kinds of VR used to visualize sim-
ulated scenes or motions of the real world [2]. In MPE and some other VR applications
such as realistic teleimmersion, there is always a need to rotate and project cameras for
the realistic simulation of a specific scene [3]. Recent studies [3–5] have suggested the
use of stereo and channel configurations of MEMS omnidirectional microphones for this
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particular kind of VR. However, these configurations render the directionality of the in-
coming sound, and those wavelengths match the inter-distance between the incorporated
omnidirectional microphones, which is a fundamental drawback [6].

The MEMS directional microphone inspired by the ears of the fly Ormia ochracea offers
improved functionalities in all aspects such as directionality and noise [7,8]. The under-
standing of this fly’s hearing mechanism is that two eardrums, known as tympana, are
mechanically coupled from the middle [7]. As a result, the ear closest to the sound source
senses the incoming sound first and shows a phase difference with the other ear [7,8].
This mechanism does not depend on any particular wavelength of the incoming sound,
because this fly localizes the incoming sound using the minute inter-aural time difference
(ITD) and inter-aural intensity difference (IID) between the ears [7,8]. Inspired by this fly’s
hearing mechanism, bio-inspired MEMS directional microphones have been reported on
regularly with multiple modifications. Beyond this, sensing modification has drawn signif-
icant attention regarding the improvement of the microphone’s functionalities at a reduced
size. Of the reported sensings, which include optical [9–12], capacitive [13] and piezoelec-
tric sensing [14–16], piezoelectric sensing with optimally selected materials and transducer
modes has shown good performance, such as a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) made of
low noise and moderate sensitivity. As previously mentioned, the acoustic sensitivity is
the multiplied outcome of the mechanical sensitivity and electrical sensitivity [14]. The me-
chanical sensitivity forms the ratio of the mechanical deflection to the applied mechanical
stimuli [14,17,18]. As the device dimensions are limited in MEMS technology, the enhance-
ment of the acoustic sensitivity does not allow the microphone’s dimensions to be increased.
As a result, the improvement of the acoustic sensitivity has been regularly reported on
using various piezoelectric sensing techniques, such as lead zirconate titanate (PZT) with
D31 mode/top-to-bottom electrodes [14], aluminum nitride (AlN) with D31 mode [16]
and AlN with D33 mode/inter-digitated electrode (IDTs) [15]. Among them, the thickness
of the piezoelectric film limits the performance of the D31 mode regarding its vertical
polarization [19–21]. In contrast, the thickness of the piezoelectric film does not have an
impact on the D33 mode; rather, the spacing between the IDTs plays a role in this mode
regarding its in-plane polarization [19–21]. Even though the D33 mode is better in terms of
the enhancement of sensing signals, special attention needs to be paid to the selection of
the IDT’s specifications [22]. For instance, a piezoelectric material which has ferroelectric
properties needs poling after deposition for dipole alignment [19,22]. During polarization,
charges become trapped in the piezoelectric material near the IDT. Those charges form an
opposite internal bias to the aligned dipoles at a higher IDT spacing, which causes signal
degradation [22]. Besides piezoelectric materials, the current understanding of the D33
mode implies that it includes two main electrodes (MEs), and in-between them, IDTs are
patterned with a user-defined spacing [15]. Moreover, the regular D33 mode is limited to a
single span [15,17,19,21–23]. Therefore, the less effective area in comparison with the entire
microphone size leaves challenges in terms of realizing high acoustic functionalities, such
as sensitivity, SNR and self-noise, which are important at the application end.

This paper reports on a different way of using the D33 mode, the coupled D33 mode,
that senses with higher electrical sensitivity in comparison to the regular D33 mode.
The higher electrical sensitivity positively biases the acoustic sensitivity and enhances the
SNR and self-noise. Section 2 describes a comparative study between the proposed and
regular D33 modes. Then, in the same section, a parametric sweep study is adopted to select
the best IDT parameters for realizing a bio-inspired MEMS directional microphone. With
satisfactory results, N-unit cells are fabricated to create a piezoelectric MEMS directional
microphone inspired by the ears of the fly Ormia ochracea, as presented in Section 3. In the
same section, the designed bio-inspired directional microphone is simulated in terms of the
acoustic–piezoelectric interaction with the COMSOL Multiphysics software. The simulated
output voltage by applying 1 Pa of sound pressure at 1 kHz frequency is compared with
the measured sensitivity. The deviation is found to be 6.8% between the simulated and
measured sensitivities. Besides the sensitivity, Section 4 describes how the experimental
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measurements were performed. Furthermore, the same section describes the directionality,
SNR and self-noise. In comparison with other works utilizing D33 modes, this work shows
significant improvements.

2. Regular and Proposed D33 Modes

Figure 1a shows a unit cell of the regular D33 mode, which includes a pair of IDTs
which are connected inter-digitally at MEs. Figure 1b shows the schematics of a unit cell of
the proposed D33 mode. It includes three MEs, where two MEs are coupled and the other
is placed in-between the coupled MEs with an equal inter-distance and different polarities.
As a result, the coupled MEs form a uniform potential difference with the middle ME. After
that, IDTs are patterned with an equal spacing, width and length.

Figure 1. Modeling of D33 mode, (a) unit cell of regular D33 mode, (b) unit cell of proposed D33
mode, (c) equivalent piezoelectric circuit of a unit cell of the regular and proposed D33 modes,
(d) computer-assisted design (CAD) modeling of unit cell of the regular D33 mode and (e) CAD
modeling of a unit cell of the proposed D33 mode.

In both models, the sensitivity (V/Pa) forms of the external mechanical stimuli (i.e.,
1 Pa sound pressure) can be analyzed following the piezoelectric circuit model [17,19].
Figure 1c shows a circuit model which includes the induced charge (q), blocking capaci-
tance (C) and induced voltage (V). The relationship of these parameters is given in [17,18],

V = q/C; q = d33S3EA; C = ε IDT × As − (Am + AIDT)

s − (∑n
i=1(Wi + Li + wi + li)

(1)

where d33, S3, E, A, As, Am, AIDT , w, W, l, L and s are the piezoelectric constant, induced
strain, electric field, active area, area of electrode spacing, area of ME, area of IDT, width
of IDT, width of main electrode, length of IDT, length of main electrode and spacing,
respectively. Furthermore, ε IDT is the effective material properties in 3–3 conditions and
can be defined as the ratio of displacement to the electric field. In addition, i represents the
number of unit cells, from 1 to N. Equation (1) suggests that the increasing of the IDTs and
their spacing minimizes the capacitance, which enhances the sensitivity. This enhancement
can be done by simply adding IDTs to the regular D33 mode, but it is necessary to have
increased diaphragm dimensions. Moreover, the use of coupling does not require the
device dimensions to be increased due to its orientation, which shows the significance of
the proposed D33 mode. Besides, the use of a coupled D33 mode has some advantages over
the regular D33 mode; for example, (1) it requires fewer fabrication steps in comparison
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with the double-layered D33 mode, and as a result it is cost-effective [24], and (2) the shared
IDTs of the middle electrode do not interact with each other due to them having the same
polarity—instead, they have a uniform potential difference with coupled edge electrodes.

To understand the effectiveness of the coupled D33 modes, both modes (Figure 1a,b)
were modeled with regard to their acoustic–piezoelectric interaction using the finite el-
ement method (FEM) with COMSOL Multiphysics 5.2 version software, and electrical
performances were simulated by applying 1 Pa of sound pressure at 1 kHz frequency in
a frequency domain study. In both models, the ME and IDT were made of 1.02 µm thick
aluminum (with a Young’s modulus of 70 GPa, speed of sound of 6320 m/s and Pois-
son’s ratio of 0.35) and created on top of a 0.5 µm thick aluminum nitride (AlN) structure.
The AlN (with a Young’s modulus of 273 GPa, speed of sound of 5760 m/s and Poisson’s
ratio of 0.23) and aluminum structures along with their thicknesses were recommended
by the PiezoMUMPs [25] since the authors fabricated the devices using multi-user MEMS
processes (MUMPs), as discussed in Section 3.

On the other hand, the width (w) of each IDT and the spacing between IDTs were
2.5 µm and 10 µm, respectively, as used by Kim et al. [19], whereas the IDT’s length in the
regular D33 mode was 200 µm; in the proposed D33 mode, this was reduced to 90 µm to
make space for the middle ME as shown in Figure 1d,e. Both unit cells were modeled on
a 300 µm × 300 µm diaphragm of a 10 µm thick silicon (with aYoung’s modulus of 130
GPa, speed of sound of 8433 m/s and Poisson’s ratio of 0.28). The diaphragm was fixed
from the left side by making a 40 µm × 300 µm anchor. Then, following Kim et al. [19],
each modeled unit cell was covered by an air medium with 300 µm × 300 µm dimensions
with a 50 µm thickness as shown in Figure 2a,b, respectively, for unit cells of regular and
proposed D33 modes.

Figure 2. Modeling of unit cells in terms of the acoustic–piezoelectric interaction with the finite element method (FEM) in
COMSOL: (a) unit cell of regular D33 mode, and (b) unit cell of proposed D33 mode.

Under the physics-controlled meshing, the simulated sensitivity under the application
of 1 Pa of sound pressure at 1 kHz frequency is shown in Figure 3a,b, respectively, for the
regular and proposed D33 modes. The unit cell of the proposed D33 mode showed a 7.96%
enhanced sensitivity compared to the regular D33 mode.

Both unit cells were simulated using the parameter taken from [19]. Thus, a further simu-
lation was performed by varying the parameters of the IDTs to understand the effectiveness of
the proposed D33 mode. To do that, a parametric sweep study was performed by varying the
width of the IDT from 5 µm to 60 µm and the spacing between the IDTs from 30 µm to 90 µm.
In the simulations, both unit cells from Figure 2a,b were used. Figure 4a shows the comparison
between the unit cells of regular and proposed D33 modes, where the simulations were per-
formed by varying the width of the IDT. It can be noticed that the unit cell of the proposed D33
mode constantly showed a higher voltage than the regular D33 mode. Then, the parametric
sweep study was performed for spacing between IDTs from 30 µm to 90 µm. As shown in
Figure 4b, the unit cell of the proposed D33 mode gave constantly higher responses than the
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regular D33 mode over a wide range of spacings. Moreover, in both simulations, the local min-
imum voltage occurred due to the ratio of the width and spacing (Figure 4a) [22] and the ratio
of the spacing over the thickness of the whole diaphragm (for Figure 4b). Besides, the presence
of the strain in the sensitivity formula presented in Equation (1) was simulated and shown in
Figure S1a,b, respectively, for the unit cells of the regular and proposed D33 modes. The unit
cell of the proposed D33 mode showed a 1.96% enhancement in strain over the regular D33
mode. Furthermore, the elastic strain energy (J) was also enhanced by 6.09%, as shown in
Figure S1c,d. Along with the elastic strain, the displacement of the proposed D33 mode was
enhanced by 3.32% as shown in Figure S1e,f. Nevertheless, the current density (A/m2) showed
a 15.9% decrease as compared to the regular D33 mode due to the minimized capacitance as
shown in Figure S2a,b. Moreover, the enhanced electric potential (V) and charge (q)—followed
by enhanced strain—showed a 5.9% enhancement of electric energy (Ee) by, Ee= V × q [26] as
shown in Figure S2c,d.

Figure 3. FEM COMSOL simulated results: (a) voltage of unit cell of the regular D33 mode, and (b) voltage of unit cell of
the proposed D33 mode.

Figure 4. FEM COMSOL-simulated results of unit cells of regular and proposed D33 modes: (a) varying IDT widths, and (b)
varying the spacing between two adjacent IDTs with a 20 µm width.

3. Device Description

The understanding of the parametric sweep study implies that a unit cell with a 20 µm
width of the IDT and a 70 µm spacing between IDTs results in a higher sensitivity response.
Owing to these parameters, an MEMS directional microphone inspired by the ears of the
fly Ormia ochracea was developed for experimental validations.

As previously mentioned (in Section 1), the hearing organ of the fly Ormia ochracea
combines two eardrums—eardrum-1 and eardrum-2—as shown in Figure 5a [7,8,23].
Inspired by the hearing mechanism of the fly Ormia ochracea, Figure 5b shows the
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modeling of a MEMS directional microphone, where eardrum-1 and eardrum-2 were
replaced with diaphragm-1 (D-1) and diaphragm-2 (D-2), respectively. Both diaphragms
were coupled from the middle by imitating the fly’s hearing organ, as shown in Figure 5a.
The whole device was supported by a pair of flexible torsional beams from both sides
(marked as anchors in Figure 5b). On top of each individual diaphragm, the N-unit cells
of the proposed D33 mode were patterned so that they could convert the mechanical
deflection mode of the applied stimuli into the electrical signal; i.e., sensitivity.

Figure 5. Bio-inspired piezoelectric microelectromechanical system (MEMS) directional microphone, (a) schematic of the fly
Ormia ochracea’s ear, redrawn from [8], and (b) directional microphone that imitates the fly Ormia ochracea’s ears.

In a sound medium, the diaphragms rotates, and due to coupling, the diaphragm
close to the sound source shows a phase difference from the other diaphragm. The phase
difference governs the directional sensing cues, such as ITD and IID in audible frequencies.
As a result, the directionality of this kind of directional microphone does not rely on a
specific frequency in comparison with the stereo omnidirectional configurations. Moreover,
at two resonant frequencies, such as in the rocking mode and bending mode, this kind of
directional microphone achieves the best performance due to the amplified directional cues.
The resonant frequencies were simulated in terms of the acoustic–piezoelectric interaction
with the COMSOL Multiphysics software. To do that, the device shown in Figure 5b was
modeled in COMSOL and covered by a sphere of a 2000 µm radius as shown in Figure 6a.
Then, 1 Pa of sound pressure was applied from the left side (near to the diaphragm-1),
and the eigenfrequencies, such as the rocking mode due to the out-of phase position of
diaphragms, shown in Figure 6b, and the bending mode due to the in-phase position of
diaphragms, shown in Figure 6c, were simulated.

After simulating the resonant frequencies, the electrical circuit from AC/DC physics
connecting the measuring device’s gain as parallel resistance (R) was added to simulate
the sensitivity. Under the frequency domain study, 1 Pa of sound pressure was applied at
1 kHz frequency to comply with the standard measurement of the sensitivity. The induced
sensitivity was plotted across the parallel resistance, as shown in Figure 6d.

With satisfactory simulation results, the designed device was fabricated using multi-
user MEMS processes (MUMPs); i.e., the PiezoMUMPs of MEMSCAP Inc., Durham, NC,
United States [25]. Figure 7 shows the fabricated bio-inspired piezoelectric MEMS direc-
tional microphone which included two symmetric diaphragms, denoted as diaphragm-1
and diaphragm-2. Both diaphragms were coupled by imitating the hearing mechanism
of the ears of the fly Ormia ochracea [7]. On top of each diaphragm, the N-unit cells of
proposed D33 mode were fabricated to convert the mechanical motion of the diaphragm
into the electrical signal, as shown in the inset of Figure 7.
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Figure 6. Device simulation, (a) modeling of the device in terms of the acoustic–piezoelectric interaction, (b) rocking mode
at a frequency of 7891.2 Hz, (c) bending mode at a frequency of 16,789 Hz, and (d) sensitivity at 1 Pa of sound pressure and
1 kHz frequency.

Figure 7. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the fabricated bio-inspired piezoelectric MEMS directional
microphone, where LD and WD are each individual diaphragm’s length (880 µm) and width (1200 µm), respectively.
The inset shows the zoomed view of a single span of the proposed D33 mode, where s, w and l are the spacing (68 µm),
width (20 µm), and length (90 µm) of IDT, respectively.
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4. Results and Discussion

The experimental measurements were performed in an anechoic chamber using the
setup shown in Figure 8. This included a reference microphone (GM1351, digital sound-
level meter) to calibrate the incoming sound, a lock-in amplifier (SR830, Stanford Research
Systems, Sunnyvale, CA, United States) for data recording, a function generator (DS345,
Stanford Research Systems, Sunnyvale, CA, United States) to produce frequency-dependent
sound and a speaker to emit the produced sound. The inset of Figure 8 shows the real view
of the microphone in the anechoic chamber. The details of this setup can be found in our
previous work [8].

Figure 8. Experimental setup in an anechoic chamber with a zoomed-in real view of the microphone setup.

In the experimental measurements, the measured sensitivity at 1 kHz frequency
and 1 Pa/94 dB of sound pressure level (SPL) sound pressure was found to be 110.46
mV/Pa considering the entire microphone. The measured sensitivity deviated by 6.8% in
comparison with the simulated sensitivity, as shown in Figure 6d. Moreover, the deviation
could be the reason for the fabrication tolerance as well as the mismatch of the positioning
of the sound source relative to the microphone. In comparison with other D33 mode-based
works, the measured sensitivity was ∼876 times higher than the double-layered D33 mode
from 126.21 µV/Pa to 110.46 mV/Pa [24] and ∼7.36 times higher than distributed D33
mode 15 mV/Pa to 110.46 mV/Pa [27]. Moreover, the measurement was extended by
varying the acoustic pressure from 0.02 Pa/60 dB SPL to 3.56 Pa/105 dB SPL, and the
responses were found to be linear from 1.61 mV at 60 dB SPL to 327.78 mV at 105 dB SPL,
as shown in Figure 9a. Taking this one step further, the noise of the microphone was found
to be 0.03 mV at 1 kHz frequency and 0 dB of sound pressure, which led to a 71.32 dB
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) together with a sensitivity of 110.46 mV/Pa. The measured
results showed a ∼32 and ∼1.042 times higher sensitivity and SNR, respectively, compared
to the regular D33 mode based on our previous work [8]. Furthermore, the self-noise at
1 kHz frequency was reduced by 11.13% from 25.52 dB SPL to 22.68 dB SPL due to the
improved sensitivity and SNR [8].
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Figure 9. Experimental results at 1 kHz frequency: (a) acoustic sensitivity of the microphone when varying the acoustic
pressure from 0.02 Pa to 3.56 Pa at 1 kHz frequency, and (b) directivity measurements at 1 kHz frequency and 1 Pa of
sound pressure.

Figure 9b shows the directional sensitivity (i.e., directionality) of the fabricated bio-
inspired piezoelectric MEMS directional microphone with the coupled D33 mode. In the
measurements, the fabricated device was placed horizontally on a rotation stage (shown
in Figure 8) which provided the flexibility to rotate the whole setup in the azimuth plane
from 0◦ to 360◦. At each rotation, the responses of both diaphragms were measured and
summed [8,23]. On the other hand, the formation of the directionality of this kind of
directional microphone follows the in–plane directivity and/or cosine dependency [8,23];
as a result, the ideal pressure-gradient formula corresponding to P × cos(θ) (where P and θ
are the sound pressure and angular rotation of incoming sound, respectively) was used for
comparison with the normalized measured response. Moreover, the normalization of the
directionality was performed using the maximum response (110.46 mV/Pa) at 0◦/180◦ and
minimum response (102.91 mV/Pa) at 90◦/270◦ followed by the results found for this kind
of microphone [28]. Moreover, the measured directionality showed full compliance with
the ideal-pressure gradient sensor, as shown in Figure 9b, and could be extended towards
the localization of the incoming sound.

In summary, the primary intent of this study was not to describe an optimized D33
mode but rather to present a way of coupling the D33 mode. Due to the coupling, the pro-
posed D33 mode uses the maximum effective area compared with the regular D33 mode.
As a result, the proposed D33 mode is capable of transducing a high amount to the me-
chanical deflection of the diaphragm caused by the applied mechanical stimuli. The higher
electrical sensitivity results in higher acoustic sensitivity, as the acoustic sensitivity is a
linear product of the mechanical and electrical sensitivities. Owing to this fact, two unit
cells of regular and proposed D33 modes were simulated by reflecting the piezoelectric
circuit model, as presented in Equation (1).

With satisfactory simulation results, the unit cells of the regular and proposed D33
modes were simulated by varying the parameters of the IDT structure. The parameters with
the highest induced voltage were used in a bio-inspired piezoelectric MEMS directional
microphone for the experimental validations. Before fabricating the device, a comprehen-
sive simulation was adopted to understand the effectiveness of the proposed D33 mode.
The designed device with N-unit cells of the proposed D33 mode was simulated with the
electrical circuit physics of COMSOL. Due to the use of N-unit cells of the proposed D33
mode, the whole diaphragm of the developed directional microphone was covered by them;
as a result, the proposed D33 mode resulted in higher electrical sensitivity. The improved
electrical sensitivity enhanced the acoustic sensitivity of the developed device.
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In the experimental validations, the measured sensitivity was found to be in com-
pliance with the simulated sensitivity. Taking this one step-further, the backside of the
developed directional microphone was open; as a result, the device’s directionality allowed
it to be described with the ideal pressure-gradient sensor [13]. Owing to this fact, the devel-
oped device showed fully compliant directionality by varying the incidence angle of the
incoming sound, in contrast to the ideal pressure-gradient sensor.

Moreover, due to the lack of fabrication facilities, the authors had to fabricate the device
using multi-user MEMS processes (MUMPs) and validate the uniqueness of the proposed
D33 mode using their recommended piezoelectric material (i.e., AlN). To understand how
the proposed D33 mode performed with other piezoelectric materials, such as PZT-5H
and zinc oxide (ZnO), we simulated the unit cells of regular and proposed D33 modes, as
shown in Figure 2a,b, with varying ITD widths from 5 µm to 60 µm and spacings between
IDTs from 30 µm to 90 µm. In these simulations, at first, the AlN was replaced with PZT-5H
and then with ZnO. The simulated results are shown in Figure 10a,b, respectively, for the
variation of the width of IDTs and the spacings between IDTs. In both results, the unit
cells of the proposed D33 mode showed higher performance than that achieved by the unit
cells of the regular D33 mode. The PZT-5H based simulations showed worse performance
than ZnO, which was due to the ferroelectric properties of PZT as discussed in Section 1.
However, the ZnO did not show ferroelectric properties at room temperature.

Figure 10. FEM simulations of unit cells of the regular and proposed D33 modes using PZT-5H and ZnO, (a) with varying
IDT widths in a range of 5 µm, 10 µm, 20 µm, 30 µm, 40 µm, 50 µm and 60 µm, and (b) with varying spacings between two
adjacent IDTs in a range of 30 µm, 40 µm, 50 µm, 60 µm, 70 µm, 80 µm, and 90 µm at an IDT width of 20 µm.

In conclusion, the acoustic functionalities demonstrated in this paper showed sub-
stantial improvements compared to the literature regarding the rigid diaphragm and D33
mode-based piezoelectric microphones. The improved characteristics of the developed
bio-inspired piezoelectric MEMS directional microphone can be useful for applications n
virtual reality for positioning and readjusting cameras. However, to do that, the present
study should be extended by using advanced experimental measurements, such as fre-
quency response, noise analysis and the realization of sound source localization, which is
proposed as the future work.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/2076-341
7/11/3/1305/s1, Figure S1: FEM COMSOL simulated results, (a) first principal strain of the unit cell
of regular D33 mode, (b) first principal strain of the unit cell of proposed D33 mode, (c) elastic strain
energy (J) of the unit cell of regular D33 mode, (d) elastic strain energy (J) of the unit cell of proposed
D33 mode, (e) displacement of the unit cell of regular D33 mode, and (f) displacement of the unit cell
of proposed D33 mode. Figure S2: FEM COMSOL simulated results, (a) current density of the unit
cell of regular D33 mode, (b) current density of the unit cell of proposed D33 mode, (c) total electric
energy of the unit cell of regular D33 mode, and (d) total electric energy of the unit cell of proposed
D33 mode.

https://www.mdpi.com/2076-3417/11/3/1305/s1
https://www.mdpi.com/2076-3417/11/3/1305/s1
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